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DEAR FRIENDS AND 
FELLOW RAPTORS,

On behalf of the University of Minnesota Rochester 
(UMR) alumni community, welcome to the second 
issue of  The Kettle.

Through a year of upheaval, change and rejuvenation, 
the UMR Raptor community has grown, persevered 
and pushed the envelope forward. Raptor alumni have 
conducted research into the COVID-19 virus, earned 
their "White Coats" and well-deserved promotions, and 
explored new and exciting career opportunities. UMR 
graduates have truly risen to solve the grand health 
challenges of the 21st century.

With the arrival of the Class of 2025, we encourage you 
to stay engaged with campus and connect with current 
students and faculty. Much has changed around UMR, 
including the addition of The Nest, the building of 
the NXT GEN MED program, and the launch of the 
Beyond the Nest podcast.

This issue of The Kettle captures some of that change, 
but more importantly, aims to share the stories behind 
our unique UMR experience. Please enjoy and always 
stay in touch.

Sincerely,

The UMR Alumni Advisory Committee
Mohamed Addani ‘18, Nitya Chandiramani ‘17, Glen 
Morris ‘17, Rachel Nguyen ‘14 and Mikayla Schmidt ‘18
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Ryan Colburn, a junior health sciences 
major, navigates his college experience 
and career path with the support of his 
mentor, UMR alumna Cassie Kersten ’16.
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ket·tle /ke-tᵊəl/ noun

A term derived following field observations of hawks, 
“kettle” means a group of soaring raptors.
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Control (CDC) on a COVID-19 response team, and 
as a COVID-19 epidemiologist assistant contractor 
with the Georgia Department of Public Health. And 
in 2020, Cassie earned a Master of Public Health 
(MPH) from Emory University with a focus on Global 
Epidemiology.

Through the mentorship program, Cassie shared 
with Ryan that as a student at UMR, she participated 
in Mayo Clinic’s Summer Undergraduate Research 
Fellowship (SURF) program. The 10-week long 
program provides undergraduate students the 
opportunity to work alongside Mayo Clinic faculty, 
postdoctoral fellows, and graduate and medical 
students in real-world settings on real-world research. 
Knowing of Ryan’s budding interest in research, Cassie 
encouraged him to apply for the sought after and 
highly competitive SURF program; she also provided 
him a letter of recommendation.

This past summer, Ryan completed the 10-week SURF 
program, where he was placed in the Multimodal 
Neuroimaging Laboratory led by Dr. Dora Hermes 
Miller, who works with epilepsy patients measuring 
their brain activity. This experience provided Ryan 
the hands-on opportunity to work alongside graduate 
students collecting and analyzing patient data, with 
the goal of understanding how the different areas of 
the brain are connected and how they work together to 
process information.

In pursuing the SURF program, Ryan utilized the 
Alumni Mentorship Program and Cassie’s guidance to 
connect with health care professionals and expand his 
network into the health care field. In fact, Cassie’s own 
career acted almost like a map for Ryan. 

“Cassie’s been a really good guide,” says Ryan. “Her 
career pathway provided me with an example for how 
you need to make the best decision when you’re at 
a fork in the road. Her journey from UMR to Mayo 
Clinic’s GERP [Graduate Research Employment 
Program] to getting her master’s degree, and now 
consulting for a private firm has shown me how your 
route doesn’t have to be traditional, it just needs to be 
what’s best for you. Her insight and perspective have 
been very valuable.”

While the Alumni Mentorship Program officially 
concluded at the end of the academic school year, both 

Cassie and Ryan believe it’s important to maintain 
their connection. Ryan still doesn’t know the exact 
career path he will take, and he intends to seek Cassie’s 
advice and mentorship going forward.

“I think one of the most beneficial parts of the 
program is just knowing you have people to reach out 
to,” Cassie says.

Cassie’s interest in the Alumni Mentorship Program 
grew out of her own experience with mentors as an 
undergraduate. While she was a student at UMR, 
several faculty members served as mentors, helping 
her home in on what she wanted out of a career. Today, 
Cassie continues to lean on those mentors and calls 
many of them friends.

“For me, having good mentors has always been 
incredibly important, so it was something that I wanted 
to do to give back,” Kersten says. “Mentors in my life 
have always made such a strong, positive impact.”

Cassie encourages other UMR alumni to participate in 
the Alumni Mentorship Program as a way to connect 
with current students who might not yet have mentors 
in their desired field and to pass along their knowledge 
and input to the next generation of Raptors.

Thanks to an introduction provided by Cassie, Ryan 
was able to sit down for an informational interview 
recently with a former classmate of Cassie’s who 
now works in the biostatics field. This meeting 
allowed Ryan to explore even further what potential 
opportunities exist in health informatics and research.

“There are so many people you can get to know even 
through one person,” Ryan says. 

Ryan believes his experience in the UMR Alumni 
Mentorship Program has been fruitful and one that 
will have a far reaching impact on his career and 
professional pursuits. Even better, given the positive 
experience he’s had, Ryan intends to become an alumni 
mentor after graduating.

“I think that this relationship and program really 
helped me get my foot in the door at Mayo Clinic, and 
I want to be able to give back when my time comes,” 
says Ryan. ■

THE POWER OF MENTORSHIP
For Ryan Colburn, a junior health sciences major, 
the guiding force behind his decision to attend the 
University of Minnesota Rochester (UMR) and pursue 
a career in health care was his childhood battle 
with cancer.

As a four-year-old, Ryan was diagnosed with 
Burkitt's Lymphoma and spent a summer enduring 
chemotherapy; thankfully, he responded well to 
the treatment and, within a year, was cancer-free. 
Throughout his bout with cancer, Ryan experienced 
firsthand the compassionate care, support and life-
saving treatments provided by an array of medical 
professionals. Their dedication to caring for others 
showed Ryan at a young age the impact health care 
professionals can have on someone’s life.

Originally from Stillwater, Minnesota, Ryan entered 
UMR as an undergraduate in the Bachelor of Science 
in Health Sciences (BSHS) program focused on Patient 
Care. However, during his freshman year, Ryan came 
to realize that the patient care side of health wasn’t 

exactly for him. As he explored other areas of interest 
and career pathways in health care, he enrolled in 
Professor Ballam’s Introduction to Statistics course 
and his interest was further solidified when he took 
Professor Ayebo’s biostatistics course the following 
semester. These classes helped Ryan discover a latent 
interest in health informatics, and he now has his 
sights set on a career in biostatistics or research.

The UMR Alumni Mentorship Program was key 
to helping Ryan refocus his career path. Launched 
in 2020, the mentorship program connects Raptor 
alumni with current UMR students who share similar 
academic or professional areas of interest.

In the mentorship program, Ryan was paired with 
Cassie Kersten '16, a BSHS alumna currently working 
as a senior consultant with Booz Allen Hamilton 
supporting the development and facilitation of 
medical readiness training and exercises for federal 
agencies in Atlanta, Georgia. Prior to her time at 
Booz Allen, Cassie worked for the Centers for Disease 
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HOW DID YOU ARRIVE AT THE BICB PROGRAM? 
I was a PhD student in Electrical and Computer 
Engineering at the University of Minnesota working 
with Dr. Jian-Ping Wang. I ended up taking a job at 
Mayo Clinic and completing my Masters in Science 
in Electrical and Computer Engineering. I then 
changed into the BICB program and worked with Dr. 
Erik Ritman (at Mayo Clinic) on my Dissertation.

WHAT WAS YOUR PROGRAM FOCUS? 
Medical Imaging.

FOR THOSE UNFAMILIAR WITH BICB, HOW 
WOULD YOU CHARACTERIZE ITS APPROACH TO 
GRADUATE WORK? The BICB program is amazing. 
It is very flexible, allowing you to take many courses 
well suited to your academic needs.

WHAT IS YOUR CURRENT ROLE? Assistant Professor 
and Artificial Intelligence Scientist in Radiology at 
Mayo Clinic.

HOW DO YOU USE YOUR PHD? I use the skills I 
acquired from my PhD on a daily basis. I currently 
have a funded research program through both 
internal and external grants. I am focused on 
machine learning and artificial intelligence models in 
the area of medical imaging.

WHAT ADVICE DO YOU HAVE FOR OTHERS 
INTERESTED IN BIOINFORMATICS? I would 
encourage others to explore the wide range of areas 
that are available within Bioinformatics. It is an 
exciting area and having the skills to speak from 
both the biology/basic science side, as well as the 
computational/informatics side, is incredibly useful. 
I have been fortunate to have established many 
collaborations since receiving my PhD.

Q&A WITH TIMOTHY L. KLINE, PhD
Bioinformatics and Computational Biology (BICB) Graduate ‘13

DON’T BE A STRANGER, UMR WANTS 
TO HEAR FROM YOU! 

The University of Minnesota Rochester 
aims to provide the professional support, 
resources and development opportunities 
needed to be successful. UMR hopes to 
stay in touch long after graduation. 

Email UMRalumni@umn.edu to provide 
an update on where you are located and 
what you are doing in your career or 
studies. Don't forget to send updates as 
things change! 

SOARING RAPTORS

In August, UMR launched 
Beyond the Nest, a podcast 
highlighting Raptor alumni.
Listen on Apple Podcasts, 
Spotify, and Google Play. 
New episodes monthly.

HAVE A PASSION 
FOR HEALTH CARE

100%
83%

17%

IN-STATE

OUT OF 
STATE

STUDENTS OF COLOR

42%

STUDENT TO 
FACULTY15:1
STUDENT TO 
SUCCESS COACH80:1

FIRST-GENERATION 
COLLEGE STUDENTS

43%

AVERAGE 
CLASS SIZE

20

CLASS NOTES Brought to you by UMR Student Success Coaches.

2020
Victoria Ajayi enrolled in Tufts University School of 
Medicine’s Doctor of Medicine (MD) degree program.

Nathan Carlson was accepted into the University of 
Minnesota School of Dentistry’s DDS program.

Kaylee Cole joined Mayo Clinic Florida as a Nuclear 
Medicine Technologist.

Alynn Kruse was accepted into the Genetic 
Counseling program at Sarah Lawrence College.

Amarachi Orakwue has enrolled in the University of 
Minnesota Medical School’s Doctor of Medicine 
(MD) program.

Kaillie Paulson joined MN Adult and Teen Challenge 
as a Case Coordinator.

2021
Anjelika Anker was accepted into Mayo Clinic School 
of Health Sciences Surgical First program.

2019
Shannon Holmberg started a Master of Science, 
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology program at Mayo 
Clinic Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences. 

Mason Schlief was accepted into the University of 
North Dakota’s Master of Social Work program and 
will start in Spring ‘22.

Danielle Schreb was admitted to Des Moines 
University’s College of Osteopathic Medicine.

Eric Sturdevant joined Be The Match as a 
Biorepository Technician.

Khachialia Thor enrolled in the Doctor of Medicine 
program at American University of Antigua College 
of Medicine.

Alanna Vossen joined the University of Miami as a 
Clinical Research Coordinator II.
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Marilyn Stewart and the Rochester Higher Education 
Development Committee (RHEDC) were instrumental 
in turning the idea of bringing a University of 
Minnesota campus to Rochester into reality. And 
while this story is about partnerships, it’s also about 
vision, the creation of something yet unseen; it’s about 
courage, and stepping out and forward, even in the 
face of adversity. It’s a story about the importance 
of women not only being present at the table, but of 
being leaders; it’s about the power of women lifting 
other women up, and men coming alongside women 
as equal partners. It’s a story about a lasting legacy that 
will continue to enrich our community for decades 
to come.

THE VISION

“We worked for 20-plus years to get a branch of the 
University of Minnesota in Rochester,” says Marilyn. 
“We felt that the third largest city in Minnesota—
home to Mayo Clinic, the largest employer in 
Minnesota, and IBM’s presence as a major patent 
center—needed to have a four-year university. But 
we didn’t want to duplicate the state college model 
with a million different majors. We wanted to 

focus specifically on research available through the 
University of Minnesota and pair it with the science 
and technology that was already here alongside 
medicine and entrepreneurship.”

While many people over the years thought that 
Rochester needed a four-year university, there was 
certainly no urgency and plenty of opposition to the 
idea ever getting off the ground and taking flight. 
There was also pressure from those at the state level 
who wanted to maintain the status quo, pushing for 
growth of existing educational institutions in the area 
and not the establishment of an entirely new campus.

According to Marilyn, the direction of higher 
education in Rochester had to be driven by needs, 
not the constraints of what already was. “What would 
the community need? I was appalled that the men on 
the Chamber board didn’t seem to take seriously how 
much the town needed this.” At that time, the 1970s 
and early 1980s, women were very rarely included or 
absent altogether from the committees and leadership 
circles where decisions for the community were 
being made.

MARILYN STEWART: 
A LASTING LEGACY

“This story is all about partnerships. Partnerships with people who 

cared, people who wanted higher education; the community, fundraising 

and people who may not themselves have had opportunities for higher 

education, but could see the importance of it for others.” 

– Marilyn Stewart
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So, Marilyn did what she had so often done throughout 
her career: She forged a new path with her biggest 
supporter by her side, her husband, Dr. John “Jack” 
Stewart, DDS. “I was liberated from day one because 
I was appreciated and supported by him. Whatever I 
chose to do, Jack was right behind me and beside me. 
He was the very best partner.”

With Jack’s full support, encouragement, and 
sometimes more than a little nudging, Marilyn became 
the voice at many of the tables that had previously 
been reserved for men only. “I have a history of being 
first at stuff: first woman president of the Rotary Club, 
first woman president of the Minnesota Association 
of Realtors, first female serving as the Chair of the 
Rochester Chamber of Commerce.”

Through these firsts, Marilyn joined FutureScan 
2000, a joint effort between Mayo Clinic, IBM, the 
City of Rochester, Olmsted County and the Chamber 
of Commerce to guide the direction of the greater 
Rochester area, both economically and as a community. 
As a member of the Chamber, Marilyn served on the 
initial steering committee, and made the case that the 
need for higher education was too great to ignore. 
FutureScan agreed that higher education needed to be 
a priority, and included it as part of their final plan.

From FutureScan’s work, the Greater Rochester Area 
University Center (GRAUC) was formed, and thus 
began the long, arduous, meetings-filled process to 
raise support for a university in Rochester. In 1999, 
GRAUC was at last able to get the Minnesota state 
legislature to approve a bill that would allow the 
University of Minnesota to establish a campus in 
Rochester. However, the legislation didn’t contain 
any funding. Dr. Robert Bruininks, President of 
the University of Minnesota (2002–2011), was very 
supportive of a Rochester campus, but told Marilyn, 
“It’s not going to be easy. It takes a lot of money.”

GRAUC, with Marilyn as a driving force, went to work 
on getting funding, securing a portion of Rochester’s 
local sales tax revenue to go into a fund for higher 
education purposes. Over the years, this fund slowly 
grew, and became a portion of the seed money needed 
to make the University of Minnesota Rochester 
a reality.
 
COURAGE: STEPPING OUT 
AND STEPPING FORWARD

“We had the right governor at the right time,” Marilyn 
says. “Governor Tim Pawlenty (2003–2011) came 
to Rochester in 2005 to give his State of the State 

address, and he said, ‘We are going to have a four-
year university in Rochester. I’m going to appoint a 
committee to develop plans.’ And he did.”

Governor Pawlenty’s RHEDC committee needed 
community leadership. Marilyn recalls: “Jack wanted 
me to apply. I told him, ‘I don’t need another job!’ He 
said, ‘You have to apply, you have the experience and 
the responsibility.’ The night before the application 
was due, I was sitting at the kitchen island typing the 
application. I sent it in. Then they called me for an 
interview. I made Jack drive me because I didn’t have 
time to think about what to say during the interview 
until we got in the car.”

“During the interview, they said, ‘I don’t know how 
we’re going to select people for this committee. We 
have so many good applicants.’ I said, ‘I will give you 
some names I think you’d better choose: Dr. Wendy 
Shannon (Superintendent of Byron Public Schools), 
Drew Flaada (IBM’s collaborator with Mayo Clinic) 
and Jim Clausen (IBM).’ I got back to the car and said, 
‘I think I just got the royal kiss off!’ I didn’t expect to 
be selected.”

“At the end of that week, I got a phone call from the 
governor’s office asking if I would be interested in 

serving. They told me, ‘The governor wants you to 
chair the committee. Will you do it?’ So I said yes.”

“The people who were selected for the committee were 
the greatest group I have ever worked with. They were 
all leaders in their own areas, yet all working together 
toward this common goal. Eleven leaders working 
together was really special.”

“Once we delivered the report to the governor, I had 
to present it to the Board of Regents first, and then to 
the legislature. Jack came along to help me set up the 
PowerPoint. I knew I was going to get a lot of flack, but 
we had both Republicans and Democrats in the House 
and Senate supporting us. Senators Sheila Kiscaden 
(I) and Dave Senjem (R), and Representatives Bill 
Kuisle (R), Fran Bradley (R) and Randy Demmer (R) 
would come and sit behind me to support me while 
I gave my presentations. During the presentation to 
the legislature I said, ‘There is no other community 
in America that has set aside $11 million for higher 
education/a college branch. Now, I need $5 million to 
launch.’ We didn’t use all of the Governor’s RHEDC 
fund, so we rolled that in, and finally, the legislature 
voted to give us the operating funds.'' 

The vision had finally become a reality.
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For Marilyn and RHEDC, the skyway space, while at 
first seemingly unconventional, was a strategic choice. 
UMR’s focus on health science and technology meant 
that the campus’ location in downtown Rochester 
in close proximity to Mayo Clinic was key. RHEDC 
members researched and visited downtown campuses 
in other cities, and ultimately moved forward with the 
space in University Square.

After the skyway space was secured in University 
Square, the University of Minnesota conducted 
a national search for UMR’s first chancellor. Dr. 
Stephen Lehmkuhle—an experienced university 
administrator—was appointed by the Board of 
Regents to tackle the unique challenge of establishing 
a fledgling health sciences-focused university. 
“Chancellor Stephen Lehmkuhle really led the way 
in teaching the community what UMR was about,” 
Marilyn recalls. “UMR’s inaugural class was 56 
students who took a chance on us!”
 
WOMEN UPLIFTING WOMEN  

Marilyn’s focus has always been on opening doors for 
women and promoting education.

Even when there was no guarantee that she would be 
part of the project or committee, Marilyn wanted to 
make sure there were women who would be. When she 
was on a committee, she made sure to appoint other 
women to work alongside her and collaborate with 
women leaders in their field.

Marilyn is quick to name dozens of women that she 
partnered with along the way, notably Dr. Patricia 
Simmons, a former University of Minnesota regent 
from Rochester, who helped guide Marilyn through 
the process of creating the Governor’s report and 
advocating for the establishment of a new U of M 
campus; and Amy Caucutt, who was instrumental in 
getting the attention of the legislature to approve the 
campus and who later wrote a book called Taking the 
Lead: Rochester Women in Public Policy, 1970–1990, 
which includes a chapter on Marilyn’s work to see a 
University of Minnesota campus succeed in Rochester. 
The book contains the stories of 24 other women 
leaders, including Dr. Wendy Shannon, state Senator 
Nancy Brataas (R), Dr. Claire Bender, Kathy Meyerle, 
Dr. Valerie Halverson Pace, Alison Good, Louellen 

Essex and current Chancellor Dr. Lori J. Carrell. While 
Marilyn was often the first woman in the room or at 
the table, she made sure she would not be the last.
 
A LASTING LEGACY

What about UMR makes Marilyn most proud? “The 
way it’s growing. The recognition it has received for 
excellence in teaching and learning, and producing 
students who have equitable opportunities. That is so 
important. The educational attainment gap between 
underrepresented students and their white peers at 
UMR is nonexistent. This is a distinction that deserves 
a gold star. The Center for Learning Innovation (CLI), 
where faculty conduct research on teaching and 
learning, that is a very special thing. Finally, I believe 
UMR is doing a wonderful job in training Minnesota’s 
future health care workforce, and I look forward to an 
increased focus on technology in medicine.”

And what does she hope to see for UMR in the next 
10 years? “Just keep growing. I would like to see a 
building on the corner of Sixth Street and First Avenue 
Southwest as soon as possible, because I won’t always 
be here. UMR will need more space for housing, 
laboratories and classrooms. Imagine what could be 
done with more space!”

“Lastly, I want to see more people in Rochester 
understand the great importance of what UMR is 
doing, and how UMR is preparing students to solve the 
grand health challenges of the 21st century.”

Finally, Marilyn offers tribute to her husband and 
stalwart supporter: “Jack was exceedingly proud of 
UMR. When Jack was in rehab both at Samaritan 
Bethany and Charter House, or when he was in the 
hospital, he would always ask the health care workers 
where they got their training. And then he would 
say, ‘Have you considered training at UMR?’” A 
fitting tribute from a lifelong supporter of UMR—he 
passed away in May 2021—and especially of Marilyn. 
“Without Jack Stewart, there would be no UMR,” she 
says. We are certain he’d say the same about her.

Marilyn’s legacy will be one of trailblazing, 
strength, courage, vision and a fierce advocate 
for higher education. ■

Krysjahn Johnson knew from a young age that she 
wanted to pursue a career in medicine, but she wasn’t 
sure how or where she’d do it. In high school, her plans 
become more focused as she delved into research 
from the Mayo Clinic for school projects. “Some of 
the research was really intriguing, and I wanted to be a 
part of it,” she says.

That interest led Johnson, who grew up in Tennessee 
and Indiana, to the University of Minnesota Rochester, 
where she’s majoring in health sciences with a minor in 
speech, language, and hearing sciences. She also works 
as a lab assistant at Mayo Clinic and serves as a UMR 
Ambassador, giving tours to prospective students.

In 2020, she was chosen as one of the first recipients 
of the University of Minnesota Scholarship in honor 
of George Floyd, established by U of M President Joan 

Gabel shortly after Floyd’s memorial service.

“I really appreciated that the president was willing to 
take those steps,” says Johnson. “Many times, when 
we have injustices in America, we wonder, ‘Is anyone 
actually going to do something about it?’ Beyond 
the money of the scholarship, beyond the assistance, 
it was nice to know that this tragic story was being 
acknowledged.”

Johnson plans to earn a PhD and eventually become an 
audiologist working with patients in a clinical setting. 
“The best thoughts and ideas are in a diverse group of 
people,” she says. “I hope to be a pioneer in making 
sure that there’s all different kinds of faces and bodies 
in every type of job. I think that will make America 
and the world, in general, a better place.”

STEPS TOWARD A BETTER WORLD
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“They always talk about keeping your personal life out 
of the workplace, and I tried to,” she says. “But at the 
end of the day, it was really hard to see one of my own 
in the hospital because of COVID.” Because family 
was not allowed in the room, Vang served a dual role 
as both representing family members and respiratory 
therapist—a role she has extended to many more 
patients she’s cared for during the pandemic.
 
“I’m really learning how to see everybody as a family 
member and be there because their family can’t be 
there for them.”
 
Time spent caring for her boyfriend’s grandfather was 
a pivotal moment in her studies, which had already 
led her down some unexpected paths on her way to 
becoming a respiratory therapist.
 
Originally from Brooklyn Park, Vang chose UMR “out 
of the blue. I had plans to go to another university—it 
was a last-minute switch over.” Her brother, a year 
younger than her, introduced her to UMR. The smaller 
size and health science and medical focus attracted her 
right away. She calls herself an introvert, somewhat 
shy, and she felt the campus community would be the 
best fit for her personality and interests. (Her brother 
followed her to UMR the next year.)
 
Vang started in the nursing track. She joined the 
newly-formed Rochester Hmong Student Association 

(RHSA) and helped plan a highly-successful Hmong 
New Year celebration on campus. She served in 
leadership positions, first as the community outreach 
board member and then two years as president of 
the student organization. It was a big stretch for a shy 
introvert. “That opened a lot of doorways and gave me 
a perspective on leadership—it really put me out there. 
I never thought I could do anything like that, knowing 
how quiet and introverted I am. I never thought I’d be 
able to stand in front of a group of students and act as 
an advocate and leader for them.”
 
Vang and her fellow association members established 
a strong working relationship with members of the 
Rochester Hmong community. During her last year 
as president, the student group worked with the local 
Hmong community leader and his executive team on 
ways the students could participate in helping them 
preserve Hmong culture and tradition within the 
Rochester Hmong community.

Shanna Altrichter, sociology faculty in the Center for 
Learning Innovation, has served as advisor for the 
RHSA since it started in the fall of 2016. She observed 
first-hand the empathic and creative leader Vang 
grew to be, and how the group flourished under 
Vang’s leadership.
 
“Sarah felt strongly about supporting other members 
in RHSA and was an excellent listener regarding what 
sort of activities they wanted to host or participate in, 
or what their needs or experiences on campus were. 
While she was president there was a large increase 
in various efforts to reach out and connect to other 
Hmong student associations across Minnesota. 
She and the other board members of RSHA were 
very creative and tenacious in how they made and 
supported these connections, even going to events at 
St. Catherine's in order to build a relationship with 
other student groups in the state.”
 

ALUMNI 
PROFILE:
SARAH VANG 

Sarah Vang '21 faced a critical 

moment in her Respiratory Care 

rotation this past spring when she 

helped care for her boyfriend’s 

grandfather who was admitted to 

the ICU with COVID-19.
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Altrichter also noted Vang’s remarkable work ethic. 
“Sarah and several other senior members took an 
independent study in Hmong history to further their 
knowledge about the Secret War and how their families 
came to be part of the Hmong diaspora. Sarah worked 
hard to share that knowledge with other club members 
and also was seemingly tireless in her efforts to make 
sure the various events the club hosts on campus, 
like Hmong New Year, were successful. Sarah is an 
extremely hard worker and that is evident not only 
in the work she did helping organize events through 
RHSA but also in her work in the classroom.”
 
Despite her strong work ethic, Vang soon found that 
the nursing program was not right for her. She was 
put on academic probation for one semester and faced 
with telling her fellow students in the RHSA that their 
president was struggling. “It was really hard,” she recalls, 
“but I actually sat my group down and told them about 
how I had failed two courses and ended up on academic 
probation.” She risked being vulnerable and open, she 
says, especially challenging in a student organization 
“with a lot of students who may not be very open about 
personal things like this or things that make their time 
here hard.” She hoped that, by being open, she could 
inspire other students to know they would be heard 
and seen, to open up. It worked. “After that, I could see 
students being more comfortable with me.”
 
She took a hard look at her future career path and 
decided to leave the nursing track.
 

It was a difficult transition: She 
had entered college wanting to 
be a nurse, and that was all she 
had planned for. But she followed 
her instinct and applied to the 
respiratory therapy program. Her 
parents were concerned by this 
switch, especially because they 
did not know much about the 
program, but, Vang says, “I had 
to stay confident in my decision 
so they could be at ease.” The 
respiratory therapy program 
turned out to be the perfect fit for 
many reasons. Not only was she 
interested in the work, but she 
could continue being of service 
to her Hmong community. “It 
(respiratory care) wasn’t really 

well known in the Hmong community. I realized I 
could teach more people—not just in the Hmong 
community but in the larger community—about 
respiratory diseases and other diseases around it and 
be an advocate.”
 
That kind of service soon proved to be much more 
vital than anyone could have foreseen.  
 
Vang started the program in 2019 and had one full year 
of training before COVID-19. In the midst of a global 
respiratory pandemic, the world’s need for respiratory 
care and education exploded.
 
Vang graduated in 2021 (along with her younger 
brother who first told her of UMR) and was soon hired 
as a respiratory therapist at the U of M Medical Center 
in the Twin Cities. She is currently completing her 
orientation, which includes general care, intermediate 
intensive care and ICU training.
 
There is no “typical” day. “It changes all the time,” she 
says. She may see anywhere between 7–16 patients in a 
day. To some, she gives breathing treatments that may 
involve medications to open the lungs and help break 
down mucus. She may administer chest physiotherapy 
to help loosen mucus in the lungs as well. Depending 
on how critical the situation is, she may start a patient 
on a breathing machine to give oxygen support and 
additional breathing medications. If a patient is critical 
in the ICU, she will check the patient’s breathing 

machine every four hours to monitor how the patient 
is progressing, how much air they inhale and exhale, 
the speed and the oxygen saturation levels. With 
very critical care COVID patients she also practices 
proning—moving the patient onto their stomach for a 
period of time to increase the aeration throughout the 
lungs, then moving them onto their backs.
 
She advises all people to care for their lungs by not 
smoking or vaping. COVID-19 education is also 
critical. “I always hear a lot in the Hmong community, 
people will wait until they are critical before they 

actually go to the hospital to get seen because they’re 
afraid that once they go to the hospital they won’t go 
back out. You need to go early so they can treat you 
early, so your chances of coming out are much higher 
than if you wait until it’s critical and it’s done a lot of 
damage to your lungs and there’s not much we can do.”
 
COVID has brought respiratory care to the forefront, 
Vang says. “There’s a long way to go for respiratory 
care, I believe, in terms of educating the communities 
about what it is and exposing students to this career. I 
definitely see a need for more respiratory therapists.” ■

ALUMNI UPDATES
Hannah Elsenpeter '13
Elsenpeter started her career as a family medicine 
physician at Cuyuna Regional Medical Center 
in Crosby, Minnesota, was married in 2019, and 
welcomed a child in March 2021. 

McKenzie Bangasser '16
Bangasser was accepted to Vanderbilt's cardiovascular 
perfusion program (~1% acceptance rate) and was 
voted to be class president.

Cassie Kersten '16
Kersten recently started as a public sector senior 
consultant at Booz Allen Hamilton supporting 
military health projects. Serving as a public health 
subject matter expert, Kersten will be traveling to 
Air Force bases worldwide to help conduct medical 
readiness trainings and exercises. During non-travel 
time, Kersten will help develop new training tools to 
enhance medical readiness in the Air Force.

Paige Diedrick '18
Diedrick started graduate school at the University of 
Minnesota Twin Cities School of Public Health for 
a Master’s of Public Health in Epidemiology with an 
infectious disease concentration.

Kelsey Gilman '19
Gilman started the PA program at 
Northwestern College in Orange City, Iowa
and was recently engaged.

Emily Padilla '19
Padilla is attending the University of Minnesota 
School of Dentistry. 

Stephanie Lindquist '20
Lindquist was accepted to University of Minnesota 
Twin Cities Pharmacy Program for Fall 2021.

Katlyn Long '20
Long is working at Mayo Clinic as a phlebotomist 
technician and will be attending the University of 
Michigan toward obtaining a master's degree in 
population and health sciences. Long also shares an 
engagement announcement from December 2020 with 
a wedding planned for May 2022.

Ryker VanderHeiden '21
VanderHeiden is attending medical school at Medical 
College of Wisconsin as a 2025 MD candidate.

SHARE YOUR NEWS WITH UMR! UMR graduates achieve great things every day. From 
breakthrough research and career success to weddings and the arrival of baby Raptors, 
send your updates to UMRalumni@umn.edu and stay social @UMRochester.
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Professor Dingel was one of three starting faculty 
who helped design the initial curriculum for the first 
incoming class. Altogether, five faculty, plus post-
docs and teaching specialists, served as instructors to 
welcome the first incoming class to the Bachelor of 
Science in Health Sciences program in Fall 2009.
 
UMR’s focus on innovation was a primary draw for her, 
as was the dual emphasis on both teaching and research. 
“Oftentimes, if you go to a school focused on teaching, 
it’s hard to do research. UMR was unique—it values 
teaching and made time for people to do research.”
 
The campus was the result of work by a very dedicated 
group of people in Rochester who had been working 
since the mid-1970s to get a four-year institution 
in town. Dingel notes that this groundswell of 
community support means the “town verses gown” 
divide—the tension between town population and 
campus population—does not exist in Rochester. “The 
relationship here is different. The strong support of 
the community is unique.”
 
Community is essential to Dingel, as her research 
focuses on a sense of belonging. As a sociologist, she 
thinks a lot about what it means to be part of a group—
or not. This sense of belonging, she says, is especially 
important for people to be successful in college and 
persist through to graduation. “College is hard. You’re 
being asked to do difficult things. To do that, you need 
a lot of social support. My research re-emphasizes the 
importance of relationships. Peer-to-peer, faculty-to-
student. A central challenge is how you build those.”
 
Research in this area has shown that a classroom 
can be a challenging place to build faculty/student 

relationships because it’s often a more formal 
environment. “Even if there’s interaction, small group 
work, it’s not a replacement for sitting down one-on-
one with somebody and having a conversation about 
content, which then leads to more conversation,” 
says Dingel. At many institutions, she notes, students 
don’t come to office hours, making one-on-one 
conversations more challenging.
 
“UMR is a little different, I think.”
 
As she studies how UMR students feel a sense of 
belonging—the characteristics, challenges, and what 
might undermine it—Dingel sees the ways UMR 
has intentionally fostered relationships and created 
multiple venues for students to experience a sense 
of belonging. Living Learning Communities help 
build peer relationships, as do annual events like the 
Halloween celebration. “At the costume competitions, 
seeing how students are engaged—expressing 
themselves creatively with amazing and creative 
costumes, cheering each other on—is really a lot of 
fun. It shows the dedication and creativity of students.”
 
JustASK Hours are a prime example of an effective way 
to build relationships between faculty and students, 
says Dingel. Students and faculty work side by side 
in large rooms, facilitating casual questions and 
conversations. “That really helps break down a barrier 
between faculty and students, and creates a culture 
where you can talk to your faculty. Once that gets 
set up, it’s easier for students to do that. I see people 
getting a lot out of it.”
 
She also loves the smaller class size at UMR. “Students 
are really engaged. They’re game for stuff. If you ask 
them to try something weird in the classroom, they’re 
into it. For the teacher, that’s really great.”
 
Once those relationships are built, they don’t just 
end with graduation. In many ways, Dingel says, 
her most meaningful experiences with alumni are 
everyday, ordinary interactions seeing someone in 
her office or the hallway, stopping to have a short 

More than a decade ago, Professor 

Molly Dingel took a leap and 

joined the burgeoning University 

of Minnesota Rochester campus.

FACULTY PROFILE: 
MOLLY DINGEL, PhD
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conversation. “Former students still feel they can 
connect with faculty members through email, checking 
in, or dropping by campus. If they felt that sense of 
community [while they were in school], it’s much 
easier to continue that.”
 
Over the last 12 years, enabling those relationships has 
built a campus that has “changed a ton,” Dingel says. 
But despite hiring more faculty and staff, developing 

more curriculum, and attracting more students, 
the program still retains and fosters that sense of 
innovation and community.
 
“There’s more diversity in the way we’re trying things, 
and a more diverse student body,” says Dingel. “UMR 
has had to change and shift to try and meet the needs 
of students. We’re still building, very much.” ■

NXT GEN MED
University of Minnesota and 

Google Cloud have partnered to 

provide a groundbreaking college 

experience developed to build 

future health care leaders.

Recruiting in the midst of a pandemic was challenging, 
since COVID-19 limited travel opportunities and 
campus visits. In fact, 21 percent of UMR’s incoming 
class is made up of out-of-state students, many of 
whom only stepped on campus for the first time when 
they moved into 318 Commons.

Our new student cohort includes UMR’s first freshman 
class of Early Assurance Respiratory Care students, 

who enter with guaranteed admission to the Bachelor 
of Science in Health Professions program. 

Finally, we are #UMRProud of our commitment 
to serve underrepresented communities. The fall 
2021 class includes 42 percent students of color, 
and 70 percent of the incoming class identifies as 
underrepresented, meaning they are first-generation, 
students of color and/or low-income students. 

The Office of Admissions is already working hard to 
recruit future classes to the University of Minnesota 
Rochester. We understand and appreciate that you as 
alumni do some of our most important recruiting as 
you share your UMR experience with others. 

Please don’t hesitate to reach out to the Office of 
Admissions with recruitment suggestions or to 
connect us with Future Raptors! 

FUTURE RAPTORS FIND 
THEIR NEW HOME AT UMR

The Office of Admissions worked 

diligently to welcome UMR’s 13th 

incoming class, which this year 

comprises more than 200 students 

in the Bachelor of Science in Health 

Sciences and Bachelor of Science 

in Health Professions programs. 

This year-round, 2.5 year program is designed for 
inquisitive students who want to solve the world’s 
health care challenges beyond providing patient 
care and allows graduates to enter the workforce 
sooner and lessen overall college costs. Students will 
experience small, diverse classes and enjoy strong 
career and academic support. 

NXT GEN MED students will have the 
competencies needed to begin their futures in a 
variety of careers. The program will also prepare 
students for advanced study.

Learn more at 
z.umn.edu/NXTGENMED

Students can expect:
• A paid Mayo Clinic internship
• A Student Success Coach
• Real world experience integrated into                  

their education
• A cutting-edge technology platform that includes 

high-tech support to help document their learning 
and see their progress toward their career, powered 
by Google Cloud’s technology and tools

• A Mayo Clinic mentor
• Research experiences to build on their curiosity and 

fuel their drive to discover solutions
• A digital portfolio, where they can document 

their learning and progress as they go, showcasing 
accomplishments to future employers

• Participation as a member of the NXT GEN MED 
Living, Learning Community

• A versatile University of Minnesota college degree 
in health sciences

• Summer scholarships
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Just for fun, here are a few updates from your 
alma mater:

PUBLIC HEALTH
We were delighted to return to campus for in-person 
instruction in September. I’m pleased to share that
we have high compliance with our vaccine and mask 
mandates. Together, students, faculty and staff are
making our campus as safe an environment as possible.

ENROLLMENT INCREASE
UMR continues to grow, with 974 students enrolled for 
fall 2021. We’re moving rapidly toward our Bold
goal of 1,000 students, with Bolder (1,500) and Boldest 
(2,500) still ahead.

NEW FACILITIES
What was previously The Loop restaurant on the street 
level of 318 Commons is now The Nest (pictured upper 
right and on page 21), a gathering space for UMR 
students. The second floor is now a remodeled home to 
the Center for Learning Innovation, with faculty offices 
and multiple, light-filled spaces for student and faculty 
interaction. The project was supported by the City of 
Rochester with designated sales tax dollars (thank you, 
Rochester!). We invite you to visit these new 
UMR facilities.

RAPTOR RECONNECT
Students, faculty and staff reconnected with a party at 
the Mayowood Stone Barn (pictured lower right) on 
the first day of class, a perfect outdoor setting for a safe 
and fun launch to the fall semester.

PARENT & FAMILY CONNECTIONS
The pandemic era has raised our awareness of the 
importance of families as part of the UMR community. 
Our October “Parent and Family Weekend” brought 
a record number of family members to UMR for fall 
fun, with a history tour, trips to Quarry Hill and the 
orchard, and some unusual entertainment from a 
comedian/juggler!

ANTI-RACISM ACTION PLAN
We continue to move toward key actions, including 
establishing a Truth, Racial Healing & Reconciliation 
Center with support from the Association of American 
Colleges and Universities (AACU).

BOOK RELEASE
The UMR Vision includes an aspiration to transform 
higher education. In support of that aim, a co-
author and I just released Communicate for a Change: 
Revitalizing Conversations for Higher Education.

NXT GEN MED – INNOVATION EMERGING 
FROM DISRUPTIONS
In partnership with Google Cloud and supported by 
Mayo Clinic, UMR innovators are designing an
accelerated, high-tech, high-touch, industry-integrated 
new approach to delivering the BSHS degree.
The pilot will launch in August 2022. We are imagining 
that the first cohort of NXT GEN students will be
trailblazers, just like those of you who began your 
UMR journeys in that first fall of 2009.

We’d love to hear your updates, too! Please stay 
in touch.

With continued pride for your resilience and 
accomplishments,

Chancellor Lori J. Carrell, PhD

DEAR RAPTORS,

In this extended time of disruption, 

I am hopeful the stories from 

the UMR community that we’ve 

featured in this second edition 

of The Kettle will be a source of 

strength for each of you.
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Give to the Max Day is Minnesota’s giving holiday to support and honor the work of schools 
and non-profit organizations. This year, University of Minnesota Rochester is highlighting 
the UMR Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) Student Fund. 

The DEI Student Fund provides resources for student-led activities and programs 
supporting UMR’s core values of diversity and inclusion, and to promote a campus culture 
where diversity and equity are integrated into the experience.

WHAT CAN WE ACCOMPLISH 
IN 24 HOURS? Support this 
fund at z.umn.edu/UMRGive or 
donate on Give to the Max Day, 
November 18. 

IT'S TIME TO GIVE TO THE MAX!

#UMNGIVE

OFFICE OF ALUMNI RELATIONS
300 University Square
111 South Broadway
Rochester, MN 55904

ELECTRONIC SERVICE REQUESTED


